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descriptive poem. A leaden pipe had been stolen a few even.

ings before from one of the town churches: it was a long,

ponderous piece of metal; and the thieves, instead of carrying,
had dragged it along, leaving behind them, as they went, a

significant trail on grass and gravel, which had been traced on

the morrow by the sexton to the house of an elderly couple, in

what, for their condition,were deemed snug circumstances, and.

who for full thirty years had borne a fair character in the place.

There lived with them two grown-up sons, and they also bore

fair characters. A brief search, however, revealed part of the

missing lead; a still further search laid open a vast mine of

purloined movables of every description. Every tile in the

back court, every square yard in the garden, every board in the

house-floor, covered its stolen article; -kitchen utensils and

fire-irons, smiths' and miners' tools, sets of weights from the

market-place, pieces of hardware goods from the shops, garden

railings, sewerage grates, house-spouts,
- all sorts of things

useful and useless to the purloiners, -some of them missed but

yesterday, some ofthem abstracted years before,-were found

heaped up together, in this strange jay's nest. Two-thirds of

the people of Dudley had gone out to mark the progress of

discovery; and as the police furrowed the garden, or trenched

up the floor, there were few among the numerous spectators

who were not able to detect in the mass some piece of their

own property. I saw the seventh cart-load brought this even

ing to the police-office; and every fresh visiter to the coffee

house carried with him the intelligence of further discoveries.

The unhappy old man, who had become so sudden a bankrupt

in reputation when no one had doubted his solvency, and, the

two sons whom lie had trained so ill, had been sent off to

Gloucester jail the evening before, to abide their trial at the

ensuing assizes. I was reminded, by the incident, of an occur-
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